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Wiki entry 06/10/17 06/10/17 Source of information: Final Fantasy Wikia FirionFirion, Called (Frioniel) in the Japanese version, is the main protagonist of Final Fantasy II, and is the leader of the player's party. He's the adopted brother of Mary and Leon and the best friend of Guy.Firion Is the first main
character in the Final Fantasy Series to have a default name and a narrative driven storyline as opposed to the adaptive party characters of the original Final Fantasy.Concept Artwork of Firion by Yoshitaka Amano~All Never Told in the English version of Fantasy II, Japanese guides for the NES version
state that Firion's age has been revealed to be 18. Firion has light brown skin, brown eyes, and white hair tied up in a ponytail and covered by a blue, black and orange bandana. He wears light blue shoulder pads and shiny guards over white robes, a brown belt with a gold buckle, and a red cape. His NES
battle sprite is a simple, change to the Warrior battle sprite of the original Final Fantasy, with the field sprite completely identical — this portrayal didn't bring in any other portrayal of the character. Firion's NES battle sprite compared to the Warrior battle spriteFirion carries a cape in prototype screenshots of
the WonderSwan Color version of Final Fantasy II, as he did in his artworks by Yoshitaka Amano. His sprite would not have a cape until the release of the PSP version. Firion's PSP battle sprite ~ Firion tries to act heroically and strives to defend his country and the people he cares about most. His
Japanese NES profile tells that Firion has a weakness for women, which possibly explains how come he was so easily seduced by the Lamia Queen.Artwork of Firion of Final Fantasy I&amp;; ~~ In the Japanese Final Fantasy ~ Story ~ In the Japanese Final Fantasy II Muma Firion was born in Salamand
and was adopted by Mary and Leon's parents in Finen after Firion's birth parents died. After his home was burned down and his adopted parents were killed by the Palamecian Army, Firion is fatally injured and fainted by several Black Knights as they attempted to flee Fynn. After being awakened, he found
himself in the remote rebel stronghold of Altair where he reunited with his close friends Mary and Guy.Upon realizing that Leon was separated from the group, Firion, Mary and Guy asking Princess Hilda if they could join the Rebel Army as there was nothing is to return to never see her again. Hilda refuses
to give them to the because of their young ages, but allow them to take refuge in their stronghold so they can hide from the Palamecian Empire and wait for the return of Mary's brother, Leon, if he survived. But instead of waiting, Firion, Mary and Guy decided to sneak into Fynn, heavily guarded by the rich,
to find Leon himself. Rather, they find a bar outside Fynn, and by sneaking into the guards finding Scott, Hilda's groom to be, mortally wounded in the secret room of the tavern. Scott gives Firion a ring to give to Hilda. Scott tells Firion to tell Hilda his love for her and his regrets about never seeing her
again, then rethinks his request. Scott then falls eternally to sleep and passes. Firion and his companions return to Altair to tell Hilda the news and show the ring to her. Impressed by their efforts to infiltrate Fynn, Hilda Firion, Mary and Guy allow to join the Wild Rose rebellion against the Palamecian
Empire.Concept art of Firion by Yoshitaka AmanoHilda initiating the party with their first mission: to detect myths, a very strong metal needed to create weapons. White Wizard, Minwu, joins the party heading to Salamand. Upon arrival, the town is currently under the Empire's control, and all the men in
Salamand have been captured and hooked on the empire, forced to mine myths. A native named Joseph informs them of the townspeople's plight but is unwilling to help with the case, as his daughter Nelly is among the victims held captive. The party heads to the mines of Semite Falls where they rescue
the prisoners, along with Nelly, after defeating the Imperial Officer. They return to Altair shortly afterwards with providedr in their hands. Newly equipped with myth weapons, Firion leads the party to the town of Bafsk to stop the large airship, the Dreadnought, from being completed. The party is too late and
the Dreasnought is finished and launching to attack several towns. The party then set out to retrieve the Goddess's Bell needed to open the gates of the Kashuan hold, where the Sunburn, needed to stop the Dreadnought, is located. Joseph helps get the bell by borrowing his snowcraft and defeating the
Adamantoise who guards it. After fighting Borghen, Joseph sacrifices himself to save the party from a big rock. After collecting the Sunburn, the party, along with Prince Gordon, captured Scott's brother, Cid's airship, where Hilda and Cid travelled to Kashuan. They rescue her from the Dreadnought and
destroy the engine. Artwork from Firion of Final Fantasy I&amp;II Dawn of SoulsThe King of Finen orders from his deathbed contacting Firion's group the Dragoons of Deist. Firion heads to Poft in search of a ship, along with Mary and Guy, and recruits a pirate named Leila, who offers to help the party by
cruising them to Deist she and her crew could rob them. Once at sea, her crew attacks the and lose to. Leila gives herself up and Firion allows her to join the party. At Deist, the party finds only a mother and son, as everyone else has been wiped out by the Palamecian Army except for one wyvern. The
party puts the last wyvern's egg in a swimming pool in the depths of Deist Cavern. After returning to Altair, they discover Hilda has been acting strangely lately and eating mice. Firion enters her room alone, where she attempts to entice him. The rest of the party storms into the throne just as she reveals her
true form as a Lamia Queen.After defeating the Lamia Queen, Firion and its group chief for Palamecian Coliseum where the real Hilda is held captive. After saving her, Firion, Mary, Leila and Guy join forces in an attack on Fynn where they infiltrate Fynn Castle and kill Gottos, the Imperial Commander,
restoring the kingdom of Fynn.Firion's appearance in the CGI animated FMV of Final Fantasy Origins.Firion and his friends then travelling to Mysidia to Minwu After figuring out, he traveled to the Mysidian Tower, the resting place of the mighty Ultima Tome, Firion's party search for the Crystal Rod, a relic
used as the key to the tower, which rests in the Mysidia Cave. To explore deep in the cavern Firion, need a White and a Black Mask. After finding these artifacts in Fynn Castle and the far off Tropical Island, respectively, Firion goes to the Mysidia Cave and acquires the Crystal Rod, the key to the Mysidian
Tower. Then approaching the island where the Mystistic Tower is located, Firion, Mary and Guy swallowed by Leviathan. The party escapes from its gut with the help of the last remaining Dragoon, Ricard Highwind. At top of the Mysidian Tower, they see Minwu offering himself to acquire the Ultima Tome
for the party. After reuniting to Fynn, they discovered a Cyclone summoned by caesarean destroying villages. Firion leads his team into the Cyclones with the help of the newborn wyvern and eventually kills the emperor. A celebration held for the empire's defeat is halted by the announcement that the Dark
Knight Leon took the throne after the emperor's defeat. The party enters the castle using the recently deceased Cid's airship and confronts the power-hungry Leon.Amid a confrontation with Leon, the emperor returns from the dead and reveals his plan to destroy the world. Ricard holds off the emperor
while Firion, Leon, and the rest of the party escape. Upon arrival in Fynn, Hilda agrees to join Leon at the Rebel Army, telling Firion to keep an eye on him. The last fight takes place in Pandemonium at the end of the Jade Passage. The emperor is dead for the second time and last time, and when the Wild
Rose Rebellion continues their cheers from the Rich's defeat, Leon leaves the party because of what he's done with the empire, but Firion tells him that when he's ready to back, he will be happily welcomed. In the Japanese, novel Firion and Mary become a couple, who are weird considering they adopted
siblings. But it's left ambiguous in the game.~Gameplay ~ Firion's initial status and equipmentFirion's starting equipment is a Broadsword, a Buckler and Leather Armor. He starts as the most balanced member of the team as his attacks are on par with his magical ability, and his stats are almost perfectly
balanced between Guy and Mary, showing statistics that specialize in physical/magical abilities while missing in the other. It's up to the player to decide what kind of warrior Firion becomes. In the battle with the emperor shown in the soul of rebirth cutscene before the final battle (taking place in Dawn of
Souls and PSP/iOS remake), Firion is the party member who knows the Ultima game, but as with any game, the player can learn it to whomever they want. His ultimate weapon in the Arcane Labrytnth is the Ragnarok sword. Most of the most important terms optimal for Firion are not teachable until the
player has reached the Cyclones, and the best key terms are available only after the return of Palamecia, making the Ragnarok obtainable only near the end of the game.~Stat LevelHP 30MP 10Strength 10Spirit 10Intelligence 10Stamina 10Agility 10Magic 10 10
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